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Members Conference 

London 

14-15 November 2018 

 

Global Counsel Leaders Circle members gather in London for our autumn Europe 

conference. We welcome a select group of invited global corporate legal and compliance 

leaders in the region and expert guest speakers for presentations and in-depth roundtable 

discussion on these hot topics selected by members:  

• cyberbreach mistakes to avoid - preparing your board and key stakeholders  

• what’s next on the global regulatory horizon 

• managing millennials and more: leading a multi-generation legal/compliance team 

• better use of data for legal/compliance management 

Over 1.5 days Leaders Circle participants exchange practical experience and candid 

insights on key challenges and opportunities at work, through candid, open discussion 

with peers and subject-matter experts.  

 

Wed 14 November 2018 
            

The conference is open to Global Counsel Leaders Circle members & invited in-house leaders only. 
 

1530 Arrival and registration – meeting location in central London at our host firm 

1600 Opening and introductions 

1630 Cyberbreach - Current issues for your team, stakeholders and board 
This session focuses on lessons learned from recent regulatory action and media 

coverage of cyberbreach.  It will provide insights on actions you can take now and 
later to govern effectively, reduce damage and preserve reputation if a major 

breach occurs. As more breaches happen from inside, what are the key employee 

issues to watch? What additional steps are wise for multi-jurisdiction companies? 

Discussion leaders: To be announced 

1800 Drinks reception directly following the program 

1900 Dinner for Global Counsel Leaders Circle members and speakers 

walking distance directly after reception 

 

Thurs 15 November 2018       
 

800 Arrival and registration – light breakfast  
 

830 Member exchange – Priorities and challenges  
A favorite Leaders Circle tradition, with updates from existing members and 

introducing new members. Have your questions ready to bounce off your peers. 
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15 November 2018 continued 

945 Using data to discover, plan and predict 

This session will use case examples from corporate legal and compliance leaders. 
We’ll also have an expert view on the current and prospects for data gathering 

and analysis to drive global legal and compliance decisions and services. 

Followed by moderated group discussion. 
Discussion leaders: To be announced 

1100 Break 

1120 Managing Millennials & More: Skills for leading a multi-generation in-

house team 
One more driver of change in corporate legal globally is the multi-generational 
mix.  Millennials are expected to make up 75% of the workforce by 2025, with 

Gen Xers right behind.  This session focuses on what these differences mean at 

work and how best to integrate, involve and engage a multi-generation team. 

Discussion leaders: First and last name, title, company;  

1245 Lunch – more Member Exchange 

1330 Global regulatory horizon 

This session will involve expert briefings and discussion in the areas of: Brexit 

preparation advice 6 months from exit; fines and new regulation as the European 
Commission exercises more muscle; what to do when your company gets caught 

in trade crossfire and politics. 

Discussion leaders:  First and last name, title, company;  

1500 Global Counsel Leaders Circle 2019 Benchmark 

The Leaders Circle bi-annual Benchmarking effort kicks off in December. We’ll 
discuss the benchmarks you are using most and brainstorm the areas you would 

like to add and subtract. 

1540 Wrap-up, evaluations, arrivederci! 

 

About the Global Counsel Leaders Circle 
The Global Counsel Leaders Circle is an exclusive invitation-only group of high-level 

corporate counsel in international roles. Current members come from 3 continents and 14 

countries. Since 2011 the Leaders Circle has me the needs of talented in-house counsel 

leaders worldwide for substantive exchange on important issues in their work. Conferences 

take place annually on two continents and members have frequent exchange through 

webinars, a help hotline, benchmarking support, online briefing and research.  If you are 

interested to join or have questions, contact Executive Director, Leigh Dance: 

eldance@GlobalCounselLeaders.com. 

 

mailto:eldance@GlobalCounselLeaders.com
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Conference hotel: 
For members and guests travelling from a distance, we will recommend a nearby hotel with 

a special rate for Global Counsel Leaders Circle participants.  

 

Conference coordinator: events@GlobalCounselLeaders.com 

 


